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Abstract 
This brief account is the authors’ translation of the section on fish respiration originally titled ‘De la 
respiration’ on p. 517-519 in Volume 1 of Cuvier and Valenciennes’ ‘Histoire naturelle des poissons’ 
(1828), of which the famous French ichthyologist Georges Cuvier was the sole author. This book was 
published at a time when there was no scientific consensus of what breathing in water actually entailed. 
Particular attention was given to identifying Cuvier’s sources, here detailed in form of extensive endnotes. 

On the respiration of fishesi 
It is through the almost infinite subdivision of the surface of gill lamellae that the blood of fish is affected 
by the surrounding liquid. This liquid is water, which fish cause to flow across its gills, through 
movements of their jaws and of their operculum and hyoid organs. This respiration is as required for fish 
as is the breathing of air to other animals. 

[Fish] give the same impression of distress [as any animal] when they cannot breathe, and they die 
rapidly. However, the effect of water on blood is much weaker than that of air. Water [itself] does not 
contribute to respiration, nor does the oxygen that is a component of water [molecules]. Rather, it is only 
the small quantity of dissolved oxygen that it contains that is used for fishes’ respiration. 

If the [oxygen] is removed by boiling the water, it will quickly kill them. It is even necessary for many 
fishes to breathe air [directly], especially when the water they inhabit is devoid [of oxygen]ii. There are, 
with regard to this, very convincing experiments in which it was sufficient for the water surface to be 
covered with gauze for the fish to become asphyxiated. 

In the respiration of fishes, like in that of higher animals, atmospheric air, like the air that is dissolved in 
water, loses its oxygen.iii 

Overall, oxygen uptake is very lowiv, and it has been calculated that a man consumes fifty thousand times 
more [oxygen] than a tenchv [Tinca tinca]. All the oxygen [consumed] doesn't come back in the form of 
carbon dioxide; some remains in the fish's body, which also keeps a sizeable proportion of nitrogen, 
perhaps used in filling their gas bladders. 

There are also fishes that swallow atmospheric air and convert oxygen into carbon dioxide by passing it 
through their intestine. This is the case with the weatherfish [Misgurnus fossilis], according to the strange 

1 Cite as:  Pauly, D. and J. Müller. 2022. Georges Cuvier “On the respiration of fishes” 
p. 13-15. In: Pauly, D and E. Chu (eds). Marine and Freshwater Miscellanea IV. Fisheries Centre Research
Reports 30(4). Institute for the Oceans and Fisheries, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
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experiments of M. Ehrmannvi. Indeed, in all [fishes], a similar transformation occurs on the skin and 
under the scales. 
 
When fishes are outside the water, they die, not because of a lack of oxygen, but because their gills dry 
upvii, so that the blood cannot flow easily through them. This is the reason why the species in which the 
gill openings are small, as in eel [Anguilla anguilla] or those that have an organ that keeps some water, as 
in anabas [Anabas testudineus] or snakehead [Channa striata], can survive exposure to air, while those 
that have wide open gills, as in herring [Clupea harengus], die as soon as they are taken out of the water. 
 

 
i [This is an extract, originally titled ‘De la respiration’ from p. 517–519 in Volume 1 of Cuvier and Valenciennes’ 

‘Histoire naturelle des poissons’ (1828), of which G. Cuvier was the sole author. The translation from the French is 
by Daniel Pauly and his insertions (and those of Johannes Müller) are [in square brackets].  The original text, in 
the fashion of its time, did not consist of clearly separated sentences and paragraphs; here, they were introduced 
to facilitate reading. The original spelling of quotes and references in French and German was retained: they are 
not typos, and the original footnotes are here endnotes] 

 
ii [What Cuvier describes here is not necessarily air-breathing in itself (since his knowledge of air-breathing fishes was 

still rather limited), but more likely aquatic surface breathing, i.e., gulping at the water surface that allows air to 
diffuse in water more easily]. 

 
iii Spallanzani [L. . 1803. Mémoire sur les la respiration, traduit en français par J. Senebier d’après un manuscrit 

inédit. Genève, 8o ; modified from Dean’s Bibliography of Fishes, vol. 2, p. 47] has shown that fish absorb oxygen 
and convert it in [carbon dioxide]. M[onsieur] Silvestre has shown that they breathe atmospheric air, or air 
dissolved in water, but not the oxygen of water [molecules]. MM de Humboldt and Provençal, who applied the 
methods of advanced chemistry to this question, have obtained the [same] results as reported here. Their memoir 
is part of the memoirs of the Société d’Arcueil, vo. II, p. 359 and following, and in the Observations zoologiques of 
M. de Humboldt, vol. II, p. 194.  [Alexander von Humboldt, Recueil d'observations de zoologie et d'anatomie 
comparée : faites dans l’océan atlantique, dans l'intérieur du nouveau continent et dans la mer du sud pendant les 
ans 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802 et 1803, Paris 1811]. 

 
iv [Jean Senebier and Lazzaro Spallanzani, Rapports de l'air avec les êtres organisés ou traites de l'action du poumon, 

Genève, 1807 : “Je les retirai de l'eau de chaux dans le même moment ; les branchies de la tanche non respirante 
étoient saines et d'un rouge un peu obscur: celles de la tanche qui avoit respiré étoient livides et noirâtres, un sang 
corrompu s'attachoit au doigt qui les touchọit. Je recueillis avec soin les deux précipités, et quand chacun d'eux 
eut été également séché, je les trouvai rigoureusement égaux ; chacun d'eux pesa 66,35 milligrammes, ou un grain 
1/4 ; je voulus peser de nouveau les cartes dont je m'étois servi et dont les poids étoient, mais je trouvai que celle 
sur laquelle j'avois mis le précipité de la tanche respirante pesoit un grain de plus que l'autre. D'où il paroîtroit que 
l'acide carbonique produit par la tanche non respirante auroit été plus fort d'un grain, que celui de la tanche 
respirante, ce qui ne s'accorderoit pas avec le résultat précédent, mais je m'aperçus que la tanche non respirante 
étoit plus grande que l'autre: aussi je conclus encore que l'acide carbonique dégagé par les tanches dans l'eau de 
chaux est un produit du corps de l'animal , et qu'il ne sauroit être celui des branchies]" 

 
v [Cuvier’s claim that a man consumes 50,000 times more oxygen than a tench was clearly taken from Provençal and 

Humboldt (1809, p. 387), who states that an experiment by Antoine Lavoisier suggested that a ‘man’ consumes in 
six hours the oxygen one cubic meter of air, which they then suggest is 50,000 time as much as a tench would 
require in the same period. This claim can be verified using data in von Bertalanffy (1951, p. 241), pertaining to 
carp (Cyprinus carpio), a relative of the tench. There, a carp of 206 g is reported to consume 89.7 cm3 of oxygen 
(presumably at 1 atm) per hour, while a person of 60 kg is reported to consume 200 cm3 per hour. According to 
this, a carp consumes 206 x 89.7 = 18,478 cm3 of oxygen per hour, while a person consumes 60,000 x 200 = 
12,000,000 cm3 per hour.  Since 12,000,000/18,478 = 649, the figure of 50,000 is 77 times too high. Accounting 
for the fact that tench are less active than carp, and thus consume less oxygen, and that a ‘man’ could weight more 
than 60 kg and thus consume more oxygen would reduce the 77 times figure; however, the 50,000 times figure 
would still be far too high. 

 
There is, however, another, more instructive comparison between the respiration of tench and human. It is that 
the tench spend about 30 % of their overall metabolic rate (i.e., oxygen supply) on breathing, while for humans, 
the corresponding figure is about 2 % (Schuman and Piiper 1966). 
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